
Re-release Updates

Anyone interested in Marital Bliss can play without barriers.  
We are proud to host a completely free print-and-play version at www.finkandfinkgames.com.

Marital Bliss Valentine’s Day Re-release 
The Perfect Present for Weddings, Anniversaries, and... Tuesday Nights

The Hilarious Real-Life Card Game  
Over 35,000 Copies Sold! 

Tired of cheesy or sleazy “games” for couples that focus on 
uncomfortable conversations or awkward bedroom positions? 

Join the thousands of couples who have discovered Marital 
Bliss - the innovative weeklong real-world game that turns 
your everyday situations into super-secret missions. Marital 
Bliss works by gamifying your day-to-day life, and the winner 
receives a real reward from a plethora of pampering plusses.

For Valentine’s Day, 2023, we’re proud to release a new 
updated and enhanced version of the game.

• Completely reviewed and updated with a focus on 
inclusion. Marital Bliss has always been a game for all 
couples, but now it’s even more so. Learn about the process 
on our blog.

• 69 all-new images. Marital Bliss is as fun to show your 
friends as it is to play, and now more than half the cards in 
the game feature new images.

• 10 new mission & reward cards. This expanded and 
improved version includes multiple new mission and reward 
cards.

• Printed in the USA from responsibly managed forests. 
FSC-certified paper and card stock comes from responsibly 
managed, sustainable forests. 

• Launching in time for Valentine’s Day. What better way to 
say “I Love You” than with the gift of a spatula card game.

• Marital Bliss is the couples game that turns your life into a 
playing field. It’s a two-player game for people in a serious 
relationship. It’s easy to pick up and play, and great for 
spicing up your day-to-day routine. 

• One week to outwit the person ‘ya love. That’s right, each 
round of Marital Bliss is played over seven days!

• Complete Super-Secret Missions. You begin the week with 
real-world missions to accomplish. The trick is… you must 
accomplish your missions without your spouse guessing 
what they are.

• Better Marriages through Subterfuge™ Was that your 
mission!? If a mission is guessed, it’s not worth any points. 
Time to get sneaky. 

• To the victor go the spoils. Who will win the reward at the 
end of the week?

“Marital Bliss is an incredibly interesting, 
unique game that every couple in a serious 

relationship should check out.”
- Bower’s Game Corner
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Tell Me About the Game...

Contact Fink & Fink Games for bulk pricing information: info@finkandfinkgames.com
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